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NFL Draft 2020 Scouting Report: WR Denzel Mims, 

Baylor 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

It’s the easiest WR comp in the history of cheap, easy comps…Denzel Mims is Julio Jones. You’ll 

probably see/hear the comparison made several times leading up to the draft.  

Their measurables: 

6’2.8”/220, 33.8” arms, 4.39 40-time, 6.66 three-cone, 17 bench press, 38.5” vertical = Julio (2011) 

6’2.7”/207, 33.9” arms, 4.38 40-time, 6.66 three-cone, 16 bench press, 38.5” vertical = Mims (2020) 

 

Physically, Mims is a 13 pounds lighter version of Julio Jones to a ‘t’. Mims had a nice, productive career 

in college…better than Julio did at Alabama. So why isn’t everyone clamoring for Mims as the best WR 

prospect in the draft, the first one selected, and a top 10 pick overall…if he is so ‘Julio like’?  

Because Mims didn’t play for or against Alabama or in the SEC, he doesn’t matter as much to the 

mainstream analysts (and thus to the NFL). I’m beating this drum to death, but it needs to be beaten 

because there are so many WRs just like (physically and style-wise) CeeDee Lamb or Tee Higgins or 

Justin Jefferson or Jerry Jeudy…just in this draft alone or already in the league – but there is nothing like 

Mims in this draft, and the last time there was physically (Julio) it was about a decade ago.  

Just in economic terms, Mims is more ‘rare’…should be more coveted than Lamb-Higgins-Jeudy-

Jefferson types. But Mims only played at Baylor, so he doesn’t count as much. The same way Courtland 

Sutton didn’t matter as much in his draft because he was from lowly SMU.  

Mims is a Julio-like clone, physically…but can he play the game to go with it? I think so. I think Mims is a 

better prospect than Julio Jones in some respects. Julio is a bigger, more sturdy body…that’s his extra 

advantage over Mims, a big advantage…especially back in a time when they were not any WRs close to 

built like Julio. The area where Mims is better than Julio, to me, is – Mims is a much more aggressive 
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receiver and he’s every bit the lethal end zone weapon that Julio has NEVER been, frustratingly so in 

college and the pros.  

 

Watching Mims’ best plays/catches is watching a circus act of ‘wow’ catches – leaping, twisting, 

contorting, crashing, etc., catches over, around, through DBs in a way that is ultra-acrobatic. You can just 

‘throw it up for grabs’ to Mims, and you have a really good chance he’s coming down with the catch. He 

has the best ability in this class to adjust, bat/tip a bill to himself, falling down, twisting, high-pointing 

catches of anyone in this draft. I’ve watched enough tape on Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy to 

know that their highlight reel of best catches cannot touch Mims’s. I also can tell from basic math that 

Mims is a FAR superior athlete than all of them. So, why are Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy all 

rated ahead of Mims by EVERYONE?  

Again, my easy litmus test of simpleton scouting/analysis of WRs the past few years, the things that 

matter too much to the mainstream – did you play for or against Alabama, and/or did you play in CFB 

playoffs, and/or play in the SEC? Mims has none of those boxes checked, so he’s going to lose out on 

millions of dollars in contract and possible loss of instant opportunity – all because scouts and analysts 

are terrible at their jobs stuck with preconceived notions. 

There is not a strong case for the Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy group over Mims in this draft, not 

in any aspect (size, athleticism, strength, catching ability, big play ability, blocking) – except Henry 

Ruggs is faster/elite speed. Looking for a ‘real’ all-around WR, Mims puts CeeDee Lamb to shame as well 

as Higgins-Jefferson-Jeudy. It shouldn’t even be debatable, but it’s likely Mims is drafted behind all them 

for no other reason than ‘the hive mind’ ignorance of minds made up in January. 

There may be better WR technicians in this draft…guys who have faster feet off the snap, or cut sharper 

than Mims, or have better hands. There will be prospects who have him beat in certain areas…but Mims 

is high level in all of these judgment categories AND when you package that up at his size and unreal 

athleticism metrics – how can he not be in the debate for the single best WR talent in this draft? He is in 

that debate for us…and definitely ahead of the Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy group. 

Mims gives you toughness, good blocking, solid hands, great concentration on acrobatic-need catches 

PLUS is a Julio Jones 2.0 athlete. What more do you want…besides ‘did he play for Alabama’? 
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Denzel Mims, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Both Lamb and Mims played a Big 12 schedule and had similar 2019 numbers… 

66 rec., 1,020 yards, 12 TDs = Mims (13 games, but one game hurt/left early with little stats) 

62 rec., 1,327 yards, 14 TDs = Lamb (13 games) 

Lamb producing his numbers with a future NFL starting QB and Mims doing it with no nothing close to 

an NFL QB.  

 

And I would argue Lamb’s numbers come from being open within pockets/zones with a fairly accurate 

QB the past two seasons…which is a skill. But Mims is constantly fighting bad throws and double 

coverages to pull of plays…more than Lamb – and that’s a greater, more unique/rare skill to be valued 

more in scouting analysis…or should be.  

 

 -- Mims has scored 19 TDs in his last 20 college games.  

 -- Mims has caught 2 or more TD passes in a game in five of his last 15 games.  

 -- Mims caught 11 or more passes in a game three times in his career.  

 -- When I look at just Mims’ athletic profile…for his size/height/weight only Julio Jones and Randy Moss 

can compare (and Moss off the charts over anyone). How is this not lighting every football analyst on 

fire for this guy…beyond just saying ‘I like this kid!’ (and then rating him #4-6-8 in the WR class).  

 

NFL Combine Measurements: 

6’2.7”/207, 9 3/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms 

4.38 40-time, 4.43 shuttle, 6.66 three-cone 

16 bench press, 38.5” vertical, 10’11” broad jump 
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Denzel Mims Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Of course, it’s Julio Jones. But Laurent Robinson comes to mind for me too…he was a red zone/end 

zone monster who rose to some prominence with the Rams out of nowhere back in the day but injuries 

took him away. Mims is a WAY better receiver skill/talent/prospect than Miles Boykin, in my 

assessment…but a little comparable to him because of some physical matches.  

  

WR 
Score 

Draft Yr Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

9.104 2020 Mims Denzel Baylor 6 2.7 207 6.85 11.89 9.27 

9.787 2011 Jones Julio Alabama 6 2.8 220 8.83 11.81 8.08 

7.667 2007 Robinson Laurent Illinois State 6 2.0 199 2.71 10.57 9.38 

8.468 2018 Chark D.J. LSU 6 2.7 199 5.05 10.48 8.33 

10.525 2005 Edwards Braylon Michigan 6 3.0 210 6.49 9.16 9.50 

7.440 2019 Boykin Miles Notre Dame 6 3.6 220 6.70 9.57 7.76 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, and rated historically in 

our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance. Everything 

combining to project catch-abilities for the next level. 
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2020 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I didn’t see Mims in the 1st-round of any mock drafts pre-Combine, but now I’m starting to see buzz of it 

and an occasional non-mainstream mock draft with him as a #30-32 mock pick/toe dipped in the water. I 

think Mims could get a nice rise as we go along through this process and end up being a late 1st-

round pick, but I’ll bet he goes 2nd-round as the big/popular name WRs crowd him out…draft history 

says the NFL follows the early crowd names they like from the big schools in the end. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Mims has nothing but upside because at minimum you get a size-speed-leaping ace to throw jump balls 

to. But you also might get a guy who develops his routes and becomes a real multi-dimensional 

superstar. Mims also blocks really well. With Mims you get an ‘A/B+’ prospect out of the gates with 

hopes he’s a future A+. The Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy group have pretty well peaked as ‘as 

good as the NFL offense they are working in/QB they are working with’. Mims can make bad QBs 

work/have an outlet. 

Example – CeeDee Lamb on the Jets would be lost/forgotten. Mims on the Jets could be a star/#1 guy 

where noodle-armed Sam Darnold just throws passes up for grabs to him and prays. Imagine Mims 

added to the Chiefs with Mahomes?  

Mims can be a difference maker. Lamb-Higgins-Ruggs-Jefferson-Jeudy are just really capable, competent 

guys who will do as well as their surroundings.  
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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